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ANNE HEGBERG, CDRS

As my reign as President
draws to a close, I would like to
thank all those who have helped
make this a great year. Wi th
family,
job
and
other
responsibilities, many people
have gone above and beyond to
help make ADED a stronger
organization. I have royally
enjoyed my time as President,
and look forward to serving the
board as Past President.
The conference committee of Susan Henderson ,
Kathie Regan and Michael Shipp scored another
successful conference. It takes an inordinate amount
of time and energy to set up and manage our annual
conference. I greatly appreciate all they have done for
ADED and me this past year. Judi Hamelburg of the
~ertification Board did a wonderfuljob of running the
sIlent auction in conjunction with the conference. I
appreciate her agreeing to take charge of the auction
and lighten the load of the conference committee.
Thank you to the entire AD ED board who gave
many hours beyond the board meetings. They were
great regarding following through on a variety of
projects . I am glad I had the opportunity to work with
these professionals: Larry Bowen, Greg Brunette,J0hn
Dignan, George Giesenhagen, Ann Havard, Betsy
Powers, Heidi Spain, Donna Stressel, Sally Sullivan and
Mark Whitehouse.
Last, but certainly not least, I would like to thank
Ric Cerna. Ric is ADED's salaried secretariat, but also
gives of his own time for ADED. He told me he does
this because he believes in ADED as an organization.
Thanks to people like Ric and the others above, it is a
good organization to believe in.
We all have heard of the aging of America as we
"baby boomers" age. With this aging there will be more
demand for driver rehabilitation ser·vices. But we are a

relatively small organization, and we need to work
together to provide quality driver rehabilitation for our
clients as well as quality education for the providers of
this service. It is a job that a few people cannot do alone.
We could use more help.
There are various projects ongoing, and others that
I'm sure Heidi Spain (incoming President) has in mind.
Think about becoming more involved . Call Heidi and
v~lunteer. It doesn't need to be a lot of time , every little
bit helps. Help the new Newsbrake editor: write an
article, send a picture (Deborah Bender of Winchester
Rehabilitation did, and it's in this newsletter!), send a
cartoon or clip an article from the paper (serious or
funny). Cindy's address is included in this Newsbrake.
According to popular lore , there are only six
degrees of separation between us all. That means that
some of you must know someone who can donate to
next year's silent auction. Start getting that autographed
memorabilia now, or make something yourself. Hank
Sirkin and Judi Hamelburg both produced beautiful
donations from their own hobbies. Can you?
Lastly, in this mailing is the proposed new
constitution for ADED. This was presented and
discussed at the general business meeting in August (at
the conference). Changes
were made to reflect that
discussion, the consti
tution was voted on by (RN[,5(tJ~,,~f~
the board, and I am
now asking you to vote .
Much time and energy went
into this document, and I
implore you to take the time to
read it and vote. We welcome
comments, as we will be
establishing many new policies
and procedures to reflect the
changes in the constitution.

THE CONTENTS OF THIS NEWSLETTER DO NOT REPRESENT
ENDORSEMENT OF ANY PERSON, ORGANIZATION OR PRODUCT BY THE
ASSOCIATION OF DRIVER EDUCATORS FOR THE DISABLED.

1998 OFFICERS
PRESIDEI\TELECT
Sally
CDRS
Marianjoy Rehabilitation Hospital
V\Theaton, Illinois

OTR, CDRS

As my term as Publications Chair draws to a
I would
like to take this
to thank the many ADED members
who submitted articles, jokes, and pictures for
this
year. Our
newsletter is
and
and
with contributions from our members and other
we strive to keep you
on the latest news and
•.v,.....••• Crompton, OTR/L, CDRS, will take on
the Newsbrake in 1998. I urge
you to
her in this endeavor-it can be
time
consuming project for one person. A
thank you is
extended to Irv
Roger Kelsch, and Lynn Selke, who
have assisted me this year as
editorial
board.
this newsletter would not be
without the
support we receive.
sincere appreciation is extended to
the following rr.,mr•.,n
who supported the Newsbrake this
year:

Accessible Vans of America
Adaptive Driving Alliance
Advanced

Powers,
CDRS
National Safety Council
Coral Springs, Florida

US!
We welcome
signed
All letters
for
subject to editing for length and clarity.
letters to:
MS,
Driver Rehabilitation Services, P.A.
P.O.
8763
NC
9

ADBD HBADQUARTBRS
EDGERTON, VV1
PHONE: 608-884-8833
FAX:
1
vv,vw.driver-ed.org
Ricardo Cerna,
2

Inc.

Doron Precision Systems, Inc.
Drive-Master
Inc.
EKA Health and Mobility Systems, Inc.
EMC Incorporated
General Motors Mobility Program
Driver
Inc.
Ricon
Top Mobility '\\l'heelchair Lift
Have a safe and
season, and here's to
successful and prosperous year for ADED in 1998!
Sally Sullivan, CDRS
Ne'1.os/.etter Editor

IIWHAT THBY DON'T TBACH YOU
IN TRAFFIC SAFBTY 101"
In Durham,
education teacher was
from
his
duties after he gave his
students a
lesson in road
rage. The veteran teacher
ordered a teenager to chase a car
that had cut them off. When the
student
up to the
the teacher got out and
the other driver in the nose. V\l'llen
the wounded man took off, the
driver education teacher
ordered the student to pursue the
car. This resulted in the
pulling the driver ed car over for
October

1997

~.EA~IVE~

L.-a............Ju~we.
ROLS

Beth Sullivan, MS, OTR/
Evanston
Hospital, Evanston,
is pleased to announce the
existence of a Driver Rehabilitation Program. The
program is
of the Evanston Northwestern
Healthcare
and is
towards persons
with neurologic disabilities.

Finally 
a powered lock
down

now available to

restrain your unoccupied scooter.

ent Trans
pOl·tation Systems, Inc.)
bring 28 years of
and
in custom rehabilitation
have moved the
to 919 I 130th Ave.
Largo, Florida 33773. Their
new
number is (800) 868-6641.

a
entitled "Driver Rehabilitation:
t of

Charlie Corn, Handicap Driver Training,
Hacienda
from the
Examiner
of Motor Vehicles. This
certificarjon enables individuals to give the driving
test or driver
evaluation to c,",,",uo.i"'"'
under certain conditions.

The Scooter Station installed easily,
allowing your mobility equipment dealer to
install this quality product quickly.

Three Occupational
Carolina
on
Driver Rehabilitation at the "Great Southern OT
Conference" in
GA in October. Getting
the word out for Driver Rehab were Karen
Monaco/OTR (Driver Rehabilitation:
A
; Alison Greer/
Area of 01'
lJUlgnosls-Kelaten Deficits and Their
, Beth Anderson/OTR,
Technology: An Overview

Tommy Crumpton,
Lie., CDRS,
HealthSouth Medical
has new
(214
and fax numbers (214-901-6576).

When you have considered your
mobility options, we are sure you
your mobility equipment dealer will
agree
SCOOTER STATION is
best choice!
Providing Better Mobility for the Physically Challenged

32450 Dequindre • Warren, MI 48092-5311
Office (810)
• FAX (81 0) 979-5160
3

great
II features.
So see your dealer.
know all about
our reliable  and room saving  lifts.
VANGATIER II Rapid Response Line:
For more information and the name of
your closest dealer call

1-800-488-7688

Industries Incorporated
14800 - 28th Avenue North
,'-<tpUl1", MN 55447
Minnesota. 612-559-1680)
Fax: 612-557-8310

AWARD RECIPIENTS

Larry Bowen
the Commercial Service Award to Bruce
Constantin of EZ Lock/EMC, Inc.
and the Scholar Award to Deena
Garrison

Over 250 people attended the annual
conference in Arlington, VA this year,
it one of the most successful
conferences in ADED's
The

President Anne
recognized Clinton Matney and the
1997 ADED Board for
her
with her
duties this year.

members were honored for their
contributions lO ADED and the industry.

Richard McCall, flanked
Campbell
and Irv Cote, received the Achievement
and a
ovation.

FRANK

&

Clinton Matney holding the
Presidential Citation

ERNEST

Scott Bolduc, EMC, Inc., is honored
with the Award for Research and
Applied

THAVES

.I. ~NOW Tt-IE PtiOTO l>OeSN'T
t.OO~ MUCtt L,~e ME.
wtteN Tt-ieV TOO~ IT, .I.

wAS STILt. AMAZel>
Tt-ieV wElt6 SIV,NG ..-'----..J:;.r:..
M6 A a..,GeNSe.
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A

ADED

was

following'

"What type ofinformation would you like to see offered atfuture conferences? "
is how they responded ....
Robin

OTR

Jodie Auliff, OTR/L

Craig H,,<onrl::>
Englewood, Colorado

Rehab Institute of Chicago
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

'This was my first conference, and I would like to have
some information on anything dealing with nrC:l_r'lJ'f\/O
assessment such as a
or table discussion on
anything
brain
tests and evaluation forms.
injury and driving."

"I am a little too new at this to
answer the
a Driving
workshop on
was
the interaction between the
clinical and behind-fhe-wheel evaluators. I am interested in
learning more about how these two
disciplines can work together to form a
relationship
services to the n<:>f/onTC

OTR
Madison, Wisconsin

"I am interested in learning more about in-vehicle
visual
such as different strategies far the
therapist to try, and how we can assess persons
to
with dementia since their abilities vary from
The
between the OTR/L who
assessment and the
behind the wheel instructor and how to enhance
the teamwork between the two would be helpful.
I would also like to see anything on research,
how can we go about it, and how could the
information the
be used for
research?"

Karla Simmen, OTRIL

"I really

this whole
the seminars
I would like to see more
which
address new drivers and deficits, techniques
for working with new drivers, and how many
lessons are realistic. I would like to see a
workshop
on sedans/adaptive
equipment and more full-day workshops to
thoroughly.
e,<;,')e(~lflifll

cover a ':>UJJI""",t

11

Darrel Jensen, CDRS
Nebraska Safety Center
Nebraska

St Lukes
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

"Sessions and breaks were
well, but I would like
I would like to have Mary 1I1I"'Tr"""
to go to
find anything related to vision and
driving helpful. Is there any way we could sign up for these
sessions so we can be assured of getting in?
fJ

Shirley Rolin, OT
Work Return, Inc.
Canada

"f would like to see the choices directed toward each
specific discipline offered at different times. For example,
visual skills,
skills, and dizziness (all therapy
are
related) were all offered at the same time. Since
but
similar topics, I would have liked to attend aI/ of
couldn't. Could we
handouts ahead of time for all the

6

Stacy
OTR/l
Northeast Arkansas Rehab
Jonesboro,Arkansas

I attended quite a bit of the vision-related lectures, and I would
like to see more defined results regarding the vision therapy and
how many people- and under what circumstances-the
specific WbtiCl.bt;;,:;.
them return to driving. Also,
what should the evaluator look for, and what does it mean in
relation to driving?"

Kathy Howard, OTR
Christie Rehab
Wichita, Kansas
"/ would like to see
tracks for new and intermediate
attendees. More
dealing with
such as hand controls and how they are installed and
The
workshops are good-I would like to see more of
them. A round table workshop for novice driver rehab
would be
could ask lots of specific
like they were
up too much
time.

The 1997 A.DED Officers at the business meeting

Larry Bowen, A.K.A. "Uncle Sam"

Tom Egan and Mark Hammond of ll.ccess Unlimited
the "Driver Evaluator Blues"

Fever!

Kathie Regan awards prizes to the trivia
contest winners.

things

OUL

from all angles.
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YOUR BOARD MBMBBRS
Donna Stressel, OTR/L, CDRS

Greg Brmlette, CDRS

Secretary

Professional Development

Donna graduated from the
University of New England
(Maine) with a degree in
Occupational Therapy She has
been employed at Sunnyview
Rehab Hospital in Schenectady,
NY for 10 years, She has been
involved in driver rehabilitation
for 5 of those
years,
Donna has gotten to know her
computer well this year, and has done an
excellent job of recording and typing the
minutes from the ADED board meetings,
In her free time, she enjoys golfing
and finding bargains at garage
sales, Donna has 2 cats and 2 mice,
and in her spare time she plays
"survival of the fittest" games,

Greg is a graduale of Aquinas
College and completed his driver
education coursework at Michigan
State University, He has been
employed by Mary Free Bed
Hospital, Grand Rapids, Michigan,
in the Driver Rehabilitation
program for 8+ years as one of
"Jerry's Kids", He has been an
ADED member since 1990, and is
currently working closely with the ADED
certification committee to address the
issues that involve professional
developmen t,
Greg and his wife, Teri (a first
grade teacher) have three children
Margaret (6), Kelli
, and Evan (4 months),
Greg is also a past-president of the Midwest
ADED chapter,

The inexpensive alternative
for those who prefer to drive a car.
• Easy to use
• Lightweight
• Made in the USA
• No chains, cables,
or spnngs
• Fully enclosed,
aerodynamic design

INC,
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1-800-735-5958· P.O. Box 5009 • Minot, North Dakota 58702

In order to keep updated on what
on with ADED members
country, I need your help. Take a min
fill out the form below, fold it and
___ Been promoted? Changed jobs?
___ Started a new program or expanded an existing program?
___ Presented at a workshop oonference?
___ Doing a research
___ Ideas for an article or
ifting ears" question:
___ Other:

Look under ~IKeynotesll in the

newsletter for your item.

NAME: ______________________________
INSTITUTION OR ORGANIZATION: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PHONE:

is JANUARY 30, 1
articles, pictures or news information
Cyndee Crompton, MS, OTRIL
Driver Rehabilitation Services,
P.O. Box 8763
Greensboro, NC
9

any

I it.

rompton, MS, OTR/L
Driver Rehabilitation Services
P.O. Box 8763
ra, NC 27419

(fold here)

etc., and have them

ARE YOU TAKING
PRECAUTIONS?
by

Kachanoski

Each day we go to work and may have a set routine of
to
The
of this

for quick
dialing) .
4. Make it clear that there will be no
in the planned
no
at the client's home or at a store),
5.
your doors locked and windows up.
6. Do not give out personal information
where you live,
when you
off work,

Are you prepared if your client
becomes agitated or ""'..,.....'T~

etc. .
to evaluate or train each person

for safe
Our
become-or to continue
be a safe user of our
As evaluators and trainers we should
take a few minutes to think about what
safety measures we are taking. We
encourage safe,
but
the process, what
Do you,
contract that the client must
the rules for the vehicle. For
instance, no use of alcohol (do not
in
the vehicle if you smell alcohol on the
, no use of tobacco in the
vehicle, and no weapons may be carried.
at any time
State that an evaluation or training may be
at the
discretion (if you fee!
or
perhaps uneasy about the
You may include a
statement that your company does not allow unauthorized
passengers.
the
may
the
presence of a
member to go
to observe the client.
2. Notify your office staff/facility that you are leaving, and
them an
to return. If you do
not return at the
you should
your
staff, or the staff should
3. Have a communication system in your vehicle for
and to contact your
cellular

RUBES

nr,"_nr,,{,,",

to redirect and get back to your facility where
may be
de-escalate the client. These are a few
a.
the
of
conversation
b.
in a firm tone, using
direct sentences (i.e., "stop this
behavior
c.
encourage the individual to
pull the vehicle off to the side of the road
or into a
lot
d.
encourage the individual
get out of the vehicle
your
if at
all
, to stretch or to ventilate
2-3
e.
advise that you will end the
evaluation or training at this time
f. do not argue with or
the individual
g. do not become the aggressor
h. comment only on the individual's behavior
If you have an incident that has happened to you or at
your
share your
This article is
encourage all of us to share safety issues in our future newsletters,
Please respond with any stories or ideas that this article may
have
that we may have
safety
for our
Please be careful,
ourselves before it is an

LEIGH RUBIN

DID

KNOW?

traffic laws grew from customs or ways
traveled in
the past. These customs made travel easier. As
for
customs that worked became laws.
in the United States drive on the right side of the road.
it may surprise you to know ....
Why?
Before people used cars and trucks for
they used
covered wagons. Horses or oxen pulled the wagons. The driver sat
on a wooden seat that was
off the
The reins
the
horses were held in the driver's left hand. The reins
the horses.
The driver's right hand held a long
The driver used the whip to
make the horses start or go faster.
Under the driver's
foot was a wooden lever. The lever
worked the wagon's brakes. Because of all this, it was easier for wagon
side of the road. So just like the wagon
drivers to drive on the
drivers of the past, we drive on the
side of the
People's Publishing
a Driver's Lzcense
authored by Dl: Francis Kenel
11

HOW TO IDENTIFY WHBRE A DRIVBR IS FROM:
by Claudia Walker
submitted by Donna Stessel, CDRS, OTR/ L
One hand on wheel, one hand on horn:
New York

One hand on latte, one knee on wheel , cradling cell phone,
foot on brake, mind on game:
Seattle

One hand on wheel, one finger out window:
Chicago
One hand on wheel, one hand on newspaper, foot solidly on
accelerator:
Boston

Both hands on steering wheel in a relaxed posture, eyes
constantly chec~ing the rear view mirror to watch for visible
emissions from their own or another's ca r:
Colorado

One hand on wheel, cradling cell phone, brick on accelerator:
California (with gun in lap: L.A.)

Four wheel drive pick-up truck, shotgun mounted in rea r
window, beer cans on floor, squirrel tails attached to antenna:
West Virginia male

Both hands on wheel, eyes shut, both feet on brake, quivering
in terror:
Ohio, but driving in California

Junker, driven by someone who previously had a nice car
and who is now wearing a barrel:
Las Vegas

Both hands in air, gesturing, both feet on accelerator, head
turned to talk to someone in back seat:
Italy

Two hands gripping the wheel, blue hair barely visible above
window level, driving 35 on the interstate in the left lane
with the left blinker on :
Florida "seasoned citizen" driver, also known as "no
see-urn"

One hand on wheel, one hand on hunting rifle, alternating
between both feet being on the acceleroator and both on
the brake, throwing a McDonald's bag out the window:
Texas city male

_ _Drive
~!!~er

Providing Mobility for the Physically Challenged
TEL 201-808-9709
FAX 201-808-9713
E-MAIL: DRIVEMSTR1@AOL.COM

9 SPIELMAN ROAD
FAIRFIELD, NJ 07004

Hand Controls; Featuring OM ULTRA LITE XL
Manual And Electronic
Wheelchair Lifts:
Rotary, Platform And
Under The Van Lifts
Foot Steering - Driver Evaluator Vans
Complete Van Conversions
High Quad Van Conversions
Horizontal Steering
Digi-Drive II

Your
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Total

Mobility

DEAR ANN LANDERS:
I have an 86-year-old uncle who hit a policeman 's
squad car while driving. The policeman sent a form to
the State of Ohio, ordering my uncle to retake his driving
test.
After three attempts, the examiner tried to get
"Uncle Bob" to wait six months to repeat the driving
test. My uncle called the government offices and
received a letter informing him that he could take the
test four more times at seven-day intervals over a one
month period.
After two more failed attempts , I took Uncle Bob
for a regularly scheduled doctor's appointment. Th e
first thing the doctor said was, "Bob, it's time for you to
stop driving." Uncle Bob was angry and refused. He
threatened legal action if the doctor attempted to keep
him from taking the test again.
So, in Ohio, we have a guy who is 86, whose doctor
feels it's time to quit driving and who has failed his
driver 's test five times. Yet he is still attempting to hang
on to his driving privileges. What do you think about
this?

Springfield, Ohio

Center

Dear Springfield: I think it's outrageous_ There is a
great deal more to say on this subject of elderly,
incapacitated people driving cars, and I am going to let
my angry readers speak to this in an upcoming cohunn.
Chicago Tribune, September 1997

THB
by
Young; CDRS
:.1MEDA Canada Board Member

B.C.
of Kelowna, situated on the
Okenagon Lake and surrounded by mountains dotted by
was the site of our first ann uall"MEDA CA.NADA
conference. It attracted vehicle IHL'Ul,ULl
a third
and driver evaluators from coast to
coast. We also had the conference committee from
)/l\·iEDA
HarTV
Canada
updated the audience on the
for a National
Safety Mark when any portion of a vehicle is taken out of
compliance with CMVSS because of structural
modifications, removal of door
etc. Bob Nunn and
J. F. Viau summarized the
Canada Research
Report from consultants re concerns
The
Committee on Accessible Transportation-they have
completed Phase I and Phase II, and were looking for
direction and approval to
NMEDA members
made recommendations which will be forwarded on to
the TDC. We had Harold Willson representing the
Chrysler
Becky and Red Plank presented
the NMEDA Standards and
which was followed
discussion about how Canadian members
get
involved.
testing, the progress on the Lowered
Floor Document, and what ADED
and what an
evaluation can do for a vehicle modifier were other
discussion
Rick Massalam was an
host, arranging
trips to a
as well as to a local
club for a cook~
your-own steak
and a very
comedian for our
after-dinner
at the
This man was in turn
entertained
the repartee between CliffWolfe and Court
Lancaster! The hotel was
the meals
our numbers were small
, interaction was
easy, and we all look forward to the progress of work in
the year ahead.

that what motorists need is a
universal
so
can
to
other drivers. "What we need is a universally understood
that means 'Tm sorry," ChristopherJohnson
Foundation's Webmaster) says. "If drivers could
to each other when
make a
we
decrease in
AAA Foundation for Traffic
will be
their choice on the Foundation '5 Web site at
at the bottom of their home page.
October 1997 Dual News

Not all accidents are caused by reckless
sun
can be a factor in many accidents. Sun
is particularly
intense this time of year because the sun is
directly under your sun visor.
Sunrise and sunset are currently
past the
rush hour
mo
than just an
is
universal
driven
the laws of
might be
and then after
a corner, glare may be a problem.
Sun doesn't have to be
in your eyes
to cause glare.
Sunglare occurs when the angles of the sun and dash board
the
of the dashboard to reflect into the
vehicles offer
and more aero
which creates
uo.",.u'H~windshields as well as longer
more glare. These factors combined result in increased
reflections which accentuate sunglare. With the
factors in
glare can affect any driver, in any
on any given
Ford Motor
operates a
which tests different factors affecting
work
with angle,
and texture of various dashboard surfaces to
over
a surface that is difficult to see through.
reduced
according to Ford,
materials for the dashboard with dark, flat colors.
Tips to
minimize sunglare:
• Do not use high-gloss cleaners on your dashboard
• Objects on your dashboard, such as papers or
newspaper, increase reflections on your windshield
e
windshield clean-dirt
accentuate
lenses
cannot
•
against ultraviolet rays.
e Tinted windshields help, but would need to be much
darker than they are to make any real difference. This
would. of course,
visibility at night.
The AAA Motor Club recommends slowing down if you
are
trouble
and
pushing it all the way forward
pulling it back.

OF BVBNTS
1997 - DRIVING SCHOOL ASSOCIATION OF
San Antonio, TX. For
National
270-DSAA.

1998  NATIONAL MOBILny
D Ei\LERS ASSOCIATION
For more information
Hotel,
contact NMEDA at (800) 83:3-0427.
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very year our innovations are eagerly
Drivers, Professional Driver

instead of whining about the competition, we'd
rather dedicate ourselves to
adaptive

and.......our

controls that you demand. From
to DS-2000, from EGB-IIF to the new

Products such as EGB-IIF and DS-2000
were at first sneered at by our
but later

to copy them. At

the kind of

EMe has

II

designed and Iml:>leJmented 5

we've been

in just 5 years. So

industry for almost a decade. We decided that

you want.. .............. the innovator or an imitator?

it comes down to what

by Heidi

President-Elect

CALIFORNIA/ARIZONA
PRESIDENT: Mary Francis Gross
to work on
two California associations
into one. Meeting held October 17,
Santa Clara
Medical
San
CA,
COLORADO/NEBRASKA
President:
MacDonald
Consumer booklets
for
Colorado Springs, CO

Next meeting

FLORIDA
Several members met during the 1997 ADED conference to
decide on the fate of this chapter. No decision made. If chapter
"."~'H''''J have not been met
1998, this chapter will
be dissolved.
GEORGIA/SOUTH CAROLINA
PresidelH: Karen Monaco
Held six
in the last year.
focus on continuing
education, Next meeting: December 15,
Augusta, GA.
:MID ATLANTIC

Mark and Tricia Whitehouse gave a presentation )"lith Debra
Harkins, PhD, of Suffolk
about the
completed with a grant from AARP, Andrus Foundation, 'rhe
study involved 231 individuals who were evaluated in both clinical
and on-road settings It
the effects of
and age differences in
All of the
were well
and were beneficial
to the ADED members and others who attended.
ONTARIO (new chalJ)ter)
Our members met in
of
after last
met
a conference in
The Ontario mem bers formed their
own
and had their first official meeting on
November 8 at McMaster
in Hamilton, Our
included speaking with a
from the
Transportation,
ADE.D chapter
nomination of officers.

SOUTH CENTRAL
Has not been active since 1996. If it does not meet
December
it will be dissolved.

President: Nancy Prusik
Met their goals of
continuing education. Next

and
April 1998, 1\'ashville, T1\'.

Members held a meeting at the 1997 ADED Conference.
Nominations for positions
Ballots to be sent to
members,
by

Plank

MIDWEST
President: Paul Schmidt
successful conference,
started
on 1998 conference, :-Iext meeting: November
Chicago,
IL. Officers for 1998: President: Matthew
Vice President:
Fred Doll;
Christi Branch.
NORTH CAROllNA
'-<V,llU'"'" Crompton
Focused on
purpose of
evaluator turnover in the state,
NORTHEAST
President: Mark Whitehouse
conference was held October 31
:-Iovember 1 at the Sheraton Plymouth Inn,
.MA,
"America's Home Town." There were
ten ADED
members out ofa total attendance of212. Five
from the
Northeast area want to join ADED[ This is the second year that
a joint conference was held. Special thanks go to
Guzouskas
and
of
and Emanuel Horne of the
of Motor
without whose
assistance and support the venture would not have been UU::':>\U1C
The
ADED members made
Paul St. Pierre ofCrotched Mountain Rehab gave a double session
on getting started in the driver rehab field.
who
attended
the benefit of Paul's 30 years
funding for

One in Maine gave a talk on
equipment and

Tom Egan of Access Unlimited in New York shared his "llUVYICLl""
of alternative
configurations.

ADED should be commended on a very successful
conference this year,
We had several members who attended the
some ofwhom conducted workshops, and ALL NMEDA members
the program, The NMEDA Board met at. the
to lend support to the ADED
The NMEDA
Board of Directors feel that
is an essential part of the
business world today. By
a dealer is able to get a
understanding of what driver
are faced with on a daily basis ... and we do have the same
our clients' independence
Those of you who are members of NMEDA have received
the most recent issue of the "Circuit Breaker" wherein you read
about NMEDA
national
from ASAE
(American
ofAssociation Executives), There were 23,500
associations
for their Award of
and NMEDA
won one of the 50 awarded. The award we received was for our
Quality Assurance
which includes site
If
you would like more information
contact NMEDA at 800-833-0427.
Have you marked you calendar for NMEDA's Conference
in Reno, Nevada from
1998? There
that will be informative to E.VERYONE in the
We also have a
for our Professional :V1embers
La keep them involved in the growth and programs for the
industry, We have exhibit booths with manufacturers from every
segment of the
If you would like more information,
contact NMEDA at 800-833-04~7.
Plank and NiHEDA
,oni!.Ta:tulatll?nS 10
prestigious "Associations Advance America" award,
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MANUFACTURER'S CORNER
with us.

1997 marks the 26th
of Ricon
history of this innovative company is diverse and truly a
riches story. Since the
1970s, Ricon has grown to become
the
manufacturer in the wheelchair lift
Its
dedication to
innovation and customer service are
a
as the leader in
few of the reasons that Ricon
and
wheelchair lifts. With the
Rican continues
the company on the
of technology
But how did this company
started? Like many
American success
with a desire to fill a
need.
Ricon was founded in 1970
Uf':aCOllIl. 1:IvO
aircraft
These two future
business
met in the early 1950s in southern California
at Marman
, a company that manufactured stainless steel
products for the aeronautical industry. After
for about 7 years, Rice and Deacon went their separate ways. But
their real adventure
to come. Around
Bill
and Leonard were
of a
conveyor
that same
Scott Deacon
son, a
came up with a basic
for a wheelchair lift while
member who was
mobility
trying to help a
With this idea in mind, Rice and Deacon designed the first lift

that would
birth to Rican
and
the initial formation of the successful business that is known
worldwide
Ricon was incorporated in 1971, and
manufacturing its own wheelchair
which was then call the
"1000."
In the late
Leonard Rice bought out Bill
and in
Rice sold Ricon to Marlin
In 1986, a Canadian company called
and in
Mediquip
and was building the SSeries lifts.
facilities of Ricon and
were
into one
in
In 1991, the senior management of
Tremblay, Andy Loduha, and
Aziz,
RiU)l1
Inc., and Ricon U.K Ltd.
Rican Scandinavia and Concord ElevaLOr were
acquired to form the current Ricon
of
that
600
worldwide.
When Leonard Rice retired
1
Marion, moved to Warrenton,
where
reside
today. He has travelled to Russia,
the Danube River,
New Zealand and Australia. After his retirement in
Bill
Deacon
a beautiful ranch in Santa Barbara and
began the large task of
1200 avocado trees. His
retirement also includes
Costa Rica,
and Russia.
Bill's son, Scott, is the owner of Advanced Mobility, one of
Rican's
dealers in California. Ricon
continues this rich
with the introduction of new
wheelchair lift products, new innovations in the development
of the Activan-the lowered floor minivan conversion-and
other related
for the disabled community. Look to
Rican for "Innovation in Mobility."

Inc. (800-822-1080):
a Driver's License

Taking the Wheel
HIN'nmHl () a Car Owner

books are \vritten in an easy-ro
beneficial for those with
disabilities.

AM Foundation for Traffic
Trilogy
driving and road rage.
ADED would like to show

to the Rican
Skip Wilhins as the
at the ADED Conference. SkiP's heartwarming
best is a
") was
/m-"/W''''Ylfr and
and attendees
the
flh"l"'"f'l/ll1T\ to visit with him at the Rican exhibit booth.
('4111'" UYl')n IT

Ilena

lV1(:L.'ll~IUt:,

equipment needs.
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set of three studies on

by Donna

OTR/L, ('.DRS

In
1996, the New York State Office for the Aging was
awarded a grant from the New York State Governor's Traffic
Committee for a
titled "Older Driver Family
Assistance
ect." A task force was
assembled of
individuals who deal with issues
and I
to be part of this committee. Also
involved with this
are
from New York
State Department of Motor Vehicles, New York State Police,
American Association of Retired
New York State
Medical Society, New York State Department of
Allstate
Insurance Foundation, Institute for Trame
and
and various individuals from
services, and health care
The
of the
is to help
and
service providers address an unsafe older driver situation before
it becomes life
Families,
and service
are often the first to know when an older driver is
If
can be helped when
want to take
many unsafe
risk older driver situations
be addressed in a low cost and effective manner. While many
families would like to address the
often they do not,
or do not know what resources are available to them.
objectives include: I)
about the problems and needs
of
members with an unsafe older
2)
solutions families have used to address an unsafe older driver
how the
human
can be
to families with an unsafe older
and identifying
and other information
families can use to address an unsafe older driver situation.
One of the first efforts being undertaken as part of the
is conduction of a survey among families and
who are concerned about the safety of an older driver.
the survey
and corroborate what a
with older drivers
encounters.
with the
concentration in the
70 years of age or
75-79 year old
Slightly more females
are widowed, and
identified over males
in their own apartment or home.
"What kind
Listed below
the responses to the
is the driver
in more than one
: Reacts
not paying attention to
other drivers or
hazards-46%; delays
or
; not staying in
; not
to

LEVEL VAN MODIFICATION
DRIVER TRAINING SPECIALISTS
AND SALES
DIGI DRIVE
YOUR

traffic
too closely-l
too fast-l
. and falls asleep/drowsy-7%.
More than 72% of the
report that
suspected a
for more than a year, and that personal
observation is the
reason for concern.
that they were
of a
condition which
impairs the driver's ability to drive
.,
and restricted movemen t were the top three condillons
Only
of the responses indicated that the driver's
physician recommended that
should limit or cease
were asked what most
driving. When families or
concerned them about taking action to prevent the older driver
from
responses fell into several
These
include: unclear designation
the
decision concerns over the loss
self
esteem it would cause, feelings
negative reaction from
the driver, inability of the driver to understand reasons, and
limited alternative options available. Even 'when public
transportation was identified as being
barriers
the use of it were
mobility
access, money, convenience or
loss of dignity or independence,
and lack of
into
and the need to stop.
VVl1en asked what kind of assistance
felt would be
most
to have or would like to see made immediately
available, the ovenvhelming response was in favor of mandatory
a sentiment that is
shared
to Ann Landers. No
age this should be done. Other assistance
and
means for alternate
more
involvement from the
(NYS does not have a
mandatory reporting law), involvement of aula insurance
and
driving
and more
discussions and UJl1ll'>C
programs uc;auu" with the
issues that arise when
cessation is recommended.
of this
the committee will
the
on the
from the survey of families
concerned about the
of an older driver, a
report on the findings from the survey of families who have
addressed a
older driver situation, a hand
and
for
and other

driver, and service
would like to comment on the
or offer advice
with unsafe older
you have found useful in
contact::
Donna
CDRS
Sunnyview Rehabilitation Hospital
1270 Belmont Avenue
NY 12308

1-800-444-91 00
HANDICAPPED DRIVER SERVICES

1349 Old 41 Highway. Suite 160 • Marietta, GA 30060
FAX: 770·425·9535
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Accessible Vans of America ",
}>

}>
}>

Rent the latest models of accessible vans for your convenience and travel needs.
Rent from the most knowledgeable and friendly people in the nation.
Service locations nationwide including, Hawaii.

""k Rentals

*

*

New & Used Sales

Mini and Full Size Vans Available
For tnore infortnation visit our internet site
http://wvvw.accessiblevans.coIn

SILENT AUCTI ON CONTRIBUTORS
AAA - Kay Hamada
WC Getaways - Andrew Goodyear
Drivernaster - Peter Ruprecht
Crow River - Jerry Sirjord
Ricon - Dale Carpenter
CCI - Tom Stowers
Braun Corporation
Ocean Mobiity - Jim Parks
The Miami Project - Marc Buoniconti
Blake Chevrolet
Bruno - Bob Brophy

DSI Co. - Rudy Schinz
IMS - Rick Weisbrod
Ahnafield Corporation
Buddy's Holiday Inns
Liberty Vans, Phoenix, AZ
NMEDA - Becky Plank
Hank Syrkin
Crescent Industries
Judi Hamelburg
Ironside Mobility - Barry Stigers
Clock Conversions

Also, a special thank you is extended to Judi Hamelburg for
organizing and coordinating the Silent Auction, and to Kathie
Regan and Jerry Bouman for their assistance in obtaining
donations. This year's Silent Auction netted $2,000.00, to be used
toward continued funding of the certification exam.

Fred Hermann, EKA H ealth and Mobility Systems,
Inc., was the highest bidder for the Driver Evaluator
Survival Kit donated by Judi Hamelburg
Page 18
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THANKS,
EVERYBODY!

DO:Il:man.

CDRS

This year's Certification Examination was administered at the end of the Annual ADED Conference held in Virginia.
individuals took the exam.
to the 24 who
the exam. You will be
your certificates in the mail soon.
There are now 143 individuals who have achieved Certification since we first offered the exam in the fall of 1995.
Test Concerns. I have had several letters from individuals who did not pass the exam. The comments were that the exam was
excellent, but there were some ambiguous
that were difficult to pin down. Please let me take a moment to describe the
procedure that we go through before the
is
Several weeks after the exam
three members of the Certification
Committee take part in a
conference call with the staff of the test administration company, Applied Measurement
Professionals, Inc. Prior to the conference caU, we each receive a copy of the exam, an
of the scores that indicate the way
each question was answered by the
who took the exam, and a list of all the comments made on the exam. We
check each question that has a high number of incorrect responses to make sure the answer is correct and unambiguous. We also
look at questions marked wrong
individuals ,\lith the
overall scores to be sure that the
and answers are correct
as determined by the entire Certification Board, As we review these
for
the most common
we say to each
other is "Should a Certified Driver Rehabilitation
know this?" In the first two years, we determined that several of the
questions were in fact ambiguous, had more than one
answer, or were too difficult to understand. These
were
scored as correct for everyone who took the exam. This year,
careful consideration of the
answers, and comments,
we were unable to find any
that we felt were
had a
failure rate this year than in the
two, we felt that this test was no more difficult than the
This conclusion was verified by the test analysis
Measurement Professionals. Overall
have
responses from the people who have taken
the examination in all three years
New job Analysis
a group of your peers over the last several years,
based on the Driver Rehabilitation
in :-.Jovember 1994. It is the
were
recommendation of Applied Measurement Professionals that this
every five years to assure that the test
and
accurately reflect the current duties ofa Driver Rehabilitation
The Certification Board will initiate
this task in the coming year with the support of the ADED Board and
I ""ill
more information about the new
job analysis in the Newsletter following our board
in the
Study Guide. In my role as Director of the Driver Rehabilitation
asked how to
prepare for the Certification exam. We all come from diverse
from the fields of Occupational Therapy, Driver Education and vehicle
to be a good resource, guide, and service provider. I have directed
to all ADED members, and available for
from the ADED
Chapter conferences
and National conferences all offer information and education. A definitive
but the Certification
Board has determined that we are unable to complete a proper one at this time.
to our mentors in
the testing profession, needs to include a sample test with the same number of
as the actual test (100). We currently have
a bank of about 400 questions, and our goal is to have 500 this year. We estimate that it will cost more than 0,000 and many hours
to come up with another 100 questions, and at this time we can't afford to
any away. We need a
bank of
the exam fresh and to mix up the questions from year to year. 10
up 100
to
if not
So for the time being, we encourage you all to attend the
We also encourage all CDRSs to remain active in your professional
seminars
and workshops, and share your knowledge with all of us.

CONGRATULATIONS CDRSI
Beth E. Anderson
Dan Basore
Deborah Bender
Judith Brodie
Kay Buchanan
Darleen Cox
Lia D. Dobrinz
Joan Ekrich

E.Fox
Renee T. Gross

S.
Mathew Meltzer

Dianna
Rhonda K. Stowe
Michele]
Patricia E.
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Quiet, Please!!
Shhh ... At RICON, we don't make a
lot of noise. That's why we've designed
the S-2000 and S-5000 Series transit
lifts to operate more silently, and
dependably, than any other in the
industry. "Silence" to us means smooth,
quiet operation you can rely on.

(RICIIN!®
Innovation in Mobility

Ricon Corporation
12450 Montague Street, Pacoima, California 91331

